Department: National Treasury

COMMENTS REGARDING SPECIFIC PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE MONEY BILLS AMENDMENT PROCEDURE AND RELATED MATTERS BILL, 2008

Definitions:

	"Adjustments Appropriation bill" as defined is "the" bill that accompanies the annual adjustments budget; but section 12(1) correctly recognizes that there may be other adjustments appropriation bills from time to time


	"budgetary revenue and expenditure" - the definition treats both revenue and expenditure as "approved" through the annual appropriation and revenue acts : the term approved is correct in reference to expenditure, but budgetary revenue estimates are not approved in law, they are estimates of what will be raised through the revenue laws


	"contingent liability" - this definition relies on the word "implicit", but this has a different meaning from "contingent": most contingent liabilities are "explicit" in that they are contractually provided for, but they become actual obligations only in the event of specified occurrences or circumstances: it is also unclear what is meant by "non-contractual" - perhaps this refers to statutory obligations (in the literature on govt obligations there is also a category "conjectural" liabilities which refers to hypothetical obligations (such as may arise when financial markets collapse) ? this definition could be improved


	"extrabudgetary revenue and expenditure" - definition could also be improved: "transactions" doesn't quite capture the idea of projecting revenue and expenditure of non-departmental accounts and agencies; perhaps what is envisaged here is a consolidation of government accounts that fall outside the National Revenue Account;


	"revenue bills" a comma needs to be added after abolish 


	Section 2(b) possible difficulty: the fiscal framework adopted by Parliament may differ from the framework submitted to Parliament

Section 3: the application of the Bill is rather wider than simply "to" proposed amendments: it prescribes a series of steps in the budget process that have to be followed by both the National Treasury I Minister and parliament (and its committees) irrespective of whether amendments are proposed, but which allow for amendments to be considered

Section 4(4)(b) - "Supplementary" appropriation is the term that was used before 1998 to refer to announcements made during the budget speech not yet incorporated into the main appropriation bill. We no longer use this term because the PFMA allows such announcements to be dealt with in the "adjustments budget" - and so they are incorporated into adjustments appropriations. In respect of the latter: Adjustments Appropriation Bill, not "Adjustment Appropriations Bill"

4(5) Consideration might be given to providing for consultation between committees on appropriations and other committees?

	Section 5 - Section 5( 1 )( d) refers to the annual reports: It is unclear if this is the previous year's annual report or the one that is tabled within the current financial year referring to the previous financial year.


	If it refers to the most recent annual report, then the reports in section 5(2) will only be tabled after 30 September and may have a limited effect on the MTBPS.


	These reports should inform the budgeting process and therefore limit the need to make actual amendments, but it is unclear why these must be tabled prior to the tabling of the MTBPS report.


	It is possible that these reports should inform the MTBPS reports as well but this is not clear in the legislation.


	Section 5(1) It is necessary to consider not just the performance of departments but also of government agencies and accounts controlled by or associated with the department, which frequently have important service delivery responsibilities or serve as the implementing agencies through which expenditure is managed. Wording here that makes it clear that departmental plans and performance should also cover such accounts, agencies or entities would be helpful.


	5(3)(c) forward use of resources - unusual phrase; this should perhaps be more explicit: medium term plans, service delivery objectives and expenditure estimates


	5(2) budgetary review and recommendation reports "for each department" and associated accounts, agencies and entities, perhaps?


	5(4) budgetary review and recommendation report


	5(5) "Any" should be "A"


	5(6) Perhaps Additional or supplementary budgetary review and ...


	Section 6- It is not clear if the process in the two Houses run concurrently.


	Section 6(6)& (11) are badly phrased: it is not clear what this means.


(1)(c) replace spending "priorities" with "plans" (priorities implies a selection of the most important government activities, whereas plans covers all spending intentions)

(1 )(d) "arms of government within a sphere" is unclear. The MTPBS as present provides a functional and economic breakdown of expenditure estimates - this is well understood, but "arms" of government is a term that is used in various ways.

(1)(f) at present the MTBPS is a fairly concise "policy" statement, not a (detailed) review of spending by each department or province. It does include a tabular financial "statement" of the provisional estimate of spending by each department and province for the first six months of the year. "preliminary financial statement" would capture better what should be done in the MTBPS: a "review" of spending cannot realistically be done as part of the MTBPS.

6(6) the phrase "should it remain materially unchanged when submitted with the national budget" implies a rather convoluted form of these recommendations, and does not take account of changes in the macro environment that might account for such changes; would it not be better simply to say "may include recommendations for changes/adjustments/amendments to the fiscal framework" - more explicitly perhaps, "recommendations to the Minister"

	6(10) why capitalization of MTBPS?


	6(11) see above on the should it remain unchanged formulation


Section 7- There is an inconsistency between sections 6 and 7, because the Minister tables the MTBPS in Parliament (both Houses) but only tables the Budget Statement, Appropriation Bill and Division of Revenue Bill in the National Assembly.

Section 7(c) at the end of each financial year

7(d)-(f) it should be indicated that these are "projected" contributions of revenue categories, or "projections" of debt levels etc (to distinguish from "targets", for example

7(e) suggest: "cyclical and other material economic or financial factors" (not all relevant considerations are "cyclical")

7(g) it is unclear what is meant by estimates for contingent liabilities for future years. At present contingent liabilities are reported as at the most recent end of year or projected for the end of the current year, but there is no obvious method or purpose in projecting future contingent liabilities.

7(4) this reporting requirement will overlap to some extent with the requirements of the explanatory memo on the DoR - there is some risk of reporting overload here

	Section 8- The legislation does not explain what the process is if the Minister disagrees with the amendments made by the committee.


	The hearing process to adopt the fiscal framework is held jointly between the two Houses but they table separate reports.


	Section 8(4) gives the committee the power to amend the fiscal framework and revenue proposals constrained by the conditions of 8(5)&(6), but still does not explain sections 6(6)&(11).


	Section 8(9) is badly phrased. Line 4 should probably read 'contained in the resolution on the fiscal framework as adopted by the National Assembly'. This subsection has also dropped the reference to the NCOP as contained in the rest of the section.


Section 8

(3) drafting issue - "committees" must submit "reports" ... not a report

(4) perhaps better: the reports must either accept or propose an amendment of

(5) the reach of this section seems rather long - should it not refer just to the explanation that a committee should provide for proposed amendments. Some re-wording may be necessary: it is not clear that "ensuring that the cost or spending is not deferred to future generations" can really be achieved; these are unavoidably matters of judgement

5(f) cyclical and other material economic and financial...

(6) If the report "proposes" amendments...

(8) material difference "between" the resolutions passed...

(9) Any amendment "proposed" ... must "be consistent with" rather than in accordance with ?

	Section 9- Line 25: 'at least' is clumsy and should probably read 'inter alia'.


	Section 10- Section 10(1)(b) refers to the ENE, which is usually tabled with the budget, but this suggests that it must be tabled 16 days later, when the fiscal framework has been adopted.


	This is inconsistent with section 7(1)&(2) which includes section 27(4) of the PFMA.


	Section 10(1)(c) will require a change in treasury regulations. Currently, strategic plans are tabled 10 days before the discussion in the relevant portfolio committee.


	Section 10(6)is somewhat vague, and should be clarified. · In line 61, (8) must be (10).


	Section 11- Section 11 (4) should possibly refer to committees not committee.- In line 20, (7) be deleted and replaced with (6).


	Section 15- On page 11, in line 23, ad hoc should be in italics- 


	On page 11, in line 28, the following should be inserted after (5), 'and (6) · In line 39, the word 'rolling' is a bit clumsy.


